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SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

WASHINGTON D.C 20549-3010

DIVISION OF

CORPORATION FINANCE

March 2008

Frances Chang

Senior Counsel

Law Department

PGE Corporation

One Market Spear Tower

Suite 400

San Francisco CA 94105

Re PGE Corporation

Incoming letter dated January 10 2008

Dear Ms Chang

This is in response to your letter dated January 10 2008 concerning the

shareholder proposal submitted to PGE by Chris Rossi Our response is attached to the

enclosed photocopy of your correspondence By doing this we avoid having to recite or

summarize the facts set forth in the correspondence Copies of all of the correspondence

also will be provided to the proponent

In connection with this matter your attention is directed to the enclosure which

sets forth brief discussion of the Divisions informal procedures regarding shareholder

proposals

Sincerely

Jonathan Ingram

Deputy Chief Counsel

Enclosures

cc John Chevedden

------ --------- ----- --- ----- 

------------ -------- ---- --------  *** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***
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Response of the Office of Chief Counsel

Division of Corporation Finance

Re PGE Corporation

Incoming letter dated January 10 2008

The proposal requests that the board adopt bylaw to provide for an independent

lead director using the standard of independence set by the Council of Institutional

Investors

There appears to be some basis for your view that PGE may exclude the

proposal under rule 14a-8i3 as vague and indefinite Accordingly we will not

recommend enforcement action to the Commission ifPGE omits the proposal from its

proxy materials in reliance on rule 14a-8i3 In reaching this position we have not

found it necessary to address the alternative basis for omission upon which PGE relies

Sincerely

Greg Belliston

Special Counsel
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U.S Securities and Exchange Commission

Division of Corporation Finance

Office of Chief Counsel

100 Street N.E

Washington D.C 20549

Re PGE CorporationNotice of Intent to Omit Shareholder Proposal from Proxy
Materials Pursuant to Rule 14a-8 Promulgated under the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934 as amended and Request for No-Action RulingProposal from Mr
Chris Rossi

Ladies and Gentlemen

PGE Corporation California corporation submits this letter under Rule 14a-8j of the

Securities Exchange Act of 1934 as amended the Exchange Act to notify the Securities and

Exchange Commission the Commissionof PGE Corporations intent to exclude

shareholder proposal with the supporting statement the Proposal from the proxy materials

for PGE Corporations 2008 Annual Meeting of Shareholders the 2008 Proxy Materials
under

Rule 14a-8i3 because the Proposal is vague and indefinite and contrary to the

Commissions proxy rules and

Rule 14a-8i10 because the Proposal is substantially implemented

The Proposal was submitted by Mr Chris Rossi PGE Corporation asks that the staff of the

Division of Corporation Finance of the Commission the Staff confirm that it will not

recommend to the Commission that any enforcement action be taken if PGE Corporation

excludes the Proposal from its 2008 Proxy Materials

In accordance with Rule 14a-8j six copies of this letter and its attachments are enclosed

Also in accordance with Rule 14a-8j copy of this letter and its attachments is being

provided to the Proponent and the Proponents authorized representative Mr John Chevedden
The letter informs the Proponents representative of PGE Corporations intention to omit the

Proposal from its 2008 Proxy Materials Pursuant to Rule 14a-8j this letter is being submitted

not less than 80 days before PGE Corporation files its definitive 2008 Proxy Materials with the

Commission

BACKGROUND-THE PROPOSAL

PGE Corporation received the Proposal on November 14 2007 copy of the Proposal and

related correspondence is attached to this letter as Exhibit The Proposal requests the

following
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Resolved Shareholders request that our Board adopt bylaw to require that our company have an

independent lead director whenever possible with clearly delineated duties elected by and from

the independent board members to generally be expected to serve for more than one continuous

year unless our company has an independent board chairman The standard of independence

would be the standard set by the Council of Institutional Investors

The clearly delineated duties at minimum would include

Presiding at all meetings of the board at which the chairman is not present including

executive sessions of the independent directors

Serving as liaison between the chairman and the independent directors

Approving information sent to the board

Approving meeting agendas for the board

Approving meeting schedules to assure that there is sufficient time for discussion of all

agenda items

Having the authority to call meetings of the independent directors

Being available for consultation and direct communication if requested by major

shareholders

The supporting statement highlights the Proponents belief that key purpose for having an

independent lead director is to provide independent oversight of management including the

CEO

II REASONS FOR EXCLUSION

The Proposal Does not Describe the Standard of Independence Required
and can be Omitted Pursuant to Rule 14a-8i3 Because it is Impermissibty

Vague

PGE Corporation believes the Proposal is impermissibly vague and indefinite because the

Proposal sets forth an independence standard that is the standard set by the Council of

Institutional Investors However the Proposal does not provide details regarding the content of

that independence standard If PGE Corporations shareholders read the Proposal they

would not fully understand what they were being asked to vote on and in particular would not

know how the Proposals definition differs from the existing independence definitions relating to

members of the Board of Directors

Under Rule 14a-8i3 company may exclude all or portions of proposal if the proposal or

supporting statement is contrary to any of the Commissions proxy rules By extension this

includes proposals that are impermissibly vague and indefinite In this regard the Staff has

indicated that proposals may be excluded if the proposal is so vague and indefinite that it would

be difficult for shareholders to know what they are voting on See e.g Woodward Governor

Company avail Nov 26 2003 proposal requesting policy for compensation for the

executives in the upper management that being plant managers to board members based on

stock growth General Electric Company avail Feb 2003 proposal requesting board to

seek shareholder approval for all compensation for Senior Executives and Board members not
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to exceed more than 25 times the average wage of hourly working employees Proctor

Gamble Co avail Oct 25 2002 proposal requesting that board create fund that would

provide lawyers clerical help witness protection and records protection for victims of retaliation

intimidation and troubles because they are stockholders of publicly owned companies

The Staff has previously concurred that Rule 14a-8i3 was grounds for company to omit

proposal very similar to the one at issue in this No-Action Letter request In The Boeing

Corporation the Staff agreed that proposal requesting an independent chairman of the board

was impermissibly vague and indefinite because it failed to disclose to shareholders the

definition of independent director that applied The Boeing Corporation avail Feb 10 2004
where proposal sought to amend the bylaws to require that an independent director according

to the 2003 Council of Institutional Investors definition shall serve as chairman of the Board of

Directors The Proposal at issue suffers from the same defect as the proposal in Boeing

Corporation they both include reference to definition of independence established by the

Council of Institutional Investors but do not adequately describe or delineate that definition

This position also is consistent with other instances in which the Staff concurred that companies

could rely on Rule 14a-8i3 to omit proposals requesting that the company adopt particular

definition or set of guidelines and the proposal or supporting statement failed to include

description of the substantive provisions of the definition or set of guidelines being

recommended See e.g Smithfield Foods Inc avail July 18 2003 proposal requested that

management prepare report based upon the Global Reporting Initiative but the proposal

was devoid of any definition or description of the Global Reporting Initiative Johnson Johnson

avail Feb 2003 proposal requested adoption of Glass Ceiling Commissions business

recommendations Kohls Corp Mar 13 2001 proposal requested implementation of the

SA8000 Social Accountability Standards

PGE Corporation believes that the Proposal can be distinguished from the proposal in General

Electric Company in which the Staff did not grant no-action relief under Rule 14a-8i3 In that

letter the company argued that the proposal was vague and indefinite because it did not include

or reference any definition of independence General Electric Company avail Jan 28 2003
General Electric proposal requested amending the companys bylaws to require that the

chairman of the board be an independent director who has not served as CEO of the company
In contrast the Proposal as well as the proposal in Boeing incorporates specific definition of

independence but does not adequately describe or delineate that specified definition

The Proposal asks PGE Corporations shareholders to vote on matters relating to board and

director independencewithout providing shareholders with enough information for

shareholders to understand the applicable definition of independence PGE Corporations

shareholders cannot be expected to make an informed decision on the merits of the Proposal

without understanding what they are voting on Accordingly we believe the Proposal is

impermissibly vague and indefinite and may be excluded pursuant to Rule 14a-8i3 Such

action would be consistent with Staff positions in prior No-Action Letters
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PGE Corporation Already has an Independent Lead Director The

Proposal has Been Substantially Implemented and May be Excluded Under

Rule 14a-8i1O

Since 2003 the PGE Corporation Board of Directors has had an independent lead director

Details regarding the selection duties term and tenure of the independent lead director are

specified in PGE Corporations Corporate Governance Guidelines which are adopted and

amended by the Board of Directors Based on those facts PGE Corporation believes that the

Proposal is already substantially implemented and therefore can be omitted pursuant to Rule

4a-8i1

Rule 14a-8i10 permits an issuer to omit Rule 14a-8 proposal if the company has already

substantially implemented the proposal The purpose of Rule 14a-8i10 is to avoid the

possibility of shareholders having to consider matters which have already been favorably acted

upon by management See SEC Release No 34-1 2598 regarding predecessor rule to Rule

14-8i10 July 1976 To be moot the proposal need not be implemented in full or

precisely as presented Rule 14a-8i10 does not require exact correspondence between the

actions sought by shareholder proponent and the issuers actions in order for the

shareholders proposal to be excluded SEC Release 34- 20091 Aug 16 1983 discussing

Rule 14a-8c3 the predecessor to Rule 14a-8i3

PGE Corporations Corporate Governance Guidelines set forth the duties of the independent

lead director and provide the definition of independence applicable in this instance copy of

the PGE CorporaUon Corporate Governance Guidelines is attached as Exhibit The

following chart lists each of the Proposals requests regarding the position of independent lead

director and the section of PGE Corporations Corporate Governance Guidelines that

addresses the issue

Proposal Request Section in PGE Corporations

Corporate Governance

Guidelines

Require an independent lead director Section 15

Cleary delineated duties

Presiding at all meetings of the board at Section 16

which the chairman is not present

including executive sessions of the

independent_directors

Serving as liaison between the chairman Section 15

and_the_independent_directors

Approving information sent to the board Section 15

Approving meeting agendas for the board Section 15

Approving meeting schedules to assure Section 15

that there is sufficient time for discussion of

all_agenda_items

Having the authority to call meetings of the Section 15

independent directors
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Being available for consultation and direct Section 31

communication if requested by major

shareholder

Elected by and from independent directors Section 15

Serve for more than one continuous year Section 15

Definition of Independence Exhibit

Because most of the Proposals requests already are implemented by the PGE Corporation

Corporate Governance Guidelines PGE Corporation believes that the Proposal is

substantially implemented and can be excluded from the 2008 Proxy Materials Further PGE
Corporations practices compare favorably with the Proposal even though the requirements for

the independent lead director are included in the Corporate Governance Guidelines rather than

the Bylaws as is requested in the Proposal Notably both the Corporate Governance

Guidelines and Bylaws are established by the Board of Directors and can be amended by the

Board but not by management The Proponents stated purpose for the Proposal is to provide

independent oversight of management and that purpose is furthered if the independent lead

director requirements are established in document that is not under managements control

This control is present whether the Proposal is implemented through the Corporate Governance

Guidelines or the Bylaws

For the reasons discussed above PGE Corporation believes its current corporate governance

documents and practices substantially implement the Proposal and the Proposal may be

omitted from the 2008 Proxy Materials as provided in Rule 14a-8i10

III CONCLUSION

As discussed above the Proposal includes an impermissibly vague definition of independence
and has otherwise been substantially implemented by provisions in PGE Corporations

Corporate Governance Guidelines As result and based on the facts and the no-action letter

precedent discussed above PGE Corporation intends to exclude the Proposal from its 2008

Proxy Materials in reliance on Rule 14a-8i3 and Rule 14a-8i10 By this letter request

confirmation that the Staff will not recommend enforcement action to the Commission if PGE
Corporation excludes the Proposal from its 2008 Proxy Materials in reliance on the

aforementioned rules

If possible would appreciate it if the Staff would send copy of its response to this request to

me by fax at 415 817-8225 when it is available PGE Corporation will promptly forward an

e-mail copy of the letter to the Proponents representative Mr Cheveddens FAX number is

----------------- 

Please confirm this filing by returning receipt-stamped copy of this letter An extra copy of this

letter and pre-addressed postage paid envelope are enclosed

 *** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***
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If you have any questions regarding this request or desire additional information please contact

me at 415 817-8207

Very Truly Yours

Frances aChang

cc Chris Rossi

Linda Y.H Cheng
John Chevedden via facsimile

Attachment Exhibits
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Election of Directors

All members of the Board of Directors of PGE Corporation the Corporation are

elected each year and serve one-year terms Directors are not elected for multiple-year

staggered terms

Composition of the Board

The Boards membership is composed of qualified dedicated ethical and highly regarded

individuals who have experience relevant to the Corporations operations and understand

the complexities of the Corporations business environment The Board seeks to include

diversity of backgrounds perspectives and skills among its members No member of the

Board of Directors may be an employee of the American Stock Exchange or floor

member of that exchange

Independence of Directors

All members of the Board have fiduciary responsibility to represent the best interests of

the Corporation and all of its shareholders

At least 75 percent of the Board is composed of independent directors defined as directors

who are neither current nor former officers or employees of nor consultants to the

Corporation or its subsidiaries are neither current nor former officers or employees of

any other corporation on whose board of directors any officer of the Corporation serves as

member and otherwise meet the definition of independence set forth in applicable

stock exchange rules The Board must affirmatively determine whether director is

independent and may develop categorical standards to assist the Board in determining

whether director has material relationship with the Corporation and thus is not

independent Such standards are set forth in Exhibit to these Corporate Governance

Guidelines

Selection of Directors

The Board nominates directors for election at the annual meeting of shareholders and

selects directors to fill vacancies which occur between annual meetings The Nominating

and Governance Committee in consultation with the Chairman of the Board and the Chief

Executive Officer CEO if the Chairman is not the CEO reviews the qualifications of

the Board candidates and presents recommendations to the full Board for action

s\corpsec2\holdngco\CorpGov-O O8final.doc



Characteristics of Directors

The Nominating and Governance Committee annually reviews with the Board and submits

for Board approval the appropriate skills and characteristics required of Board members in

the context of the current composition of the Board In conducting this assessment the

Committee considers diversity age skills and such other factors as it deems appropriate

given the current needs of the Board and the Corporation

Selection of the Chairman of the Board and the Chief Executive Officer

The Chairman of the Board and the Chief Executive Officer are elected by the Board

Based on the circumstances existing at time that there is vacancy in the office of either

the Chairman of the Board or the Chief Executive Officer the Board will consider whether

the role of Chief Executive Officer should be separate from that of Chairman of the Board

and if the roles are separate whether the Chairman should be selected from the

independent directors or should be an employee of the Corporation

Assessing the Boards and Committees Performance

The Nominating and Governance Committee oversees the process for evaluating and

assessing the performance of the Board including Board committees The Board conducts

an evaluation at least annually to determine whether it and its committees are functioning

effectively The Board evaluation includes an assessment of the Boards contribution as

whole and specific areas in which the Board and/or management believes better

contribution could be made The purpose of the review is to increase the effectiveness of

the Board as whole not to discuss the performance of individual directors The Audit

Committee the Compensation Committee and the Nominating and Governance

Committee conduct annual evaluations and any other permanent Board committee that

meets on regular basis conducts periodic evaluations The Board committees provide the

results of any evaluation to the Nominating and Governance Committee which will review

those results and provide them to the Board for consideration in the Boards evaluation

Size of the Board

As provided in paragraph of Article Third of the Corporations Articles of Incorporation

the Board is composed of no less than and no more than 13 members The exact number

of directors is determined by the Board based on its current composition and requirements

and is specified in Article II Section of the Corporations Bylaws

Advisory Directors

The Board may designate future directors as advisory directors in advance of their formal

election to the Board Advisory directors attend Board and committee meetings and

receive the same compensation as regular directors They do not however vote on matters
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before the Board In this manner they become familiar with the Corporations business

before assuming the responsibility of serving as regular director

10 Directors Who Change Responsibilities

Directors shall offer their resignations when they change employment or the major

responsibilities they held when they joined the Board This does not mean that such

directors should leave the Board However the Board via the Nominating and

Governance Committee should have the opportunity to review the appropriateness of such

directors nomination for re-election to the Board under these circumstances

Directors who are officers of the Corporation also shall offer their resignations upon

retirement or other termination of active PGE Corporation employment

11 Retirement Age

The Board may not designate any person as candidate for election or re-election as

director after such person has reached the age of 70

12 Compensation of Directors

The Board sets the level of compensation for directors based on the recommendation of

the Compensation Committee and taking into account the impact of compensation on

director independence Directors who are also current employees of the Corporation

receive no additional compensation for service as directors

The Compensation Committee reviews periodically the amount and form of compensation

paid to directors taking into account the compensation paid to directors of other

comparable U.S companies The Committee conducts its review with the assistance of

outside experts in the field of executive compensation

13 Director Stock Ownership Guidelines

In order to more closely align the interests of directors and the Corporations shareholders

directors are encouraged to own significant equity interest in the Corporation within

reasonable time after election to the Board director should own shares of the

Corporations common stock having dollar value of at least $200000 measured at the

time the stock is acquired or on the first business day of January 2007 whichever is later

director should achieve this ownership target within five years from the date of his or her

election to the Board or the adoption of these guidelines December 20 2006 whichever

is later For purposes of calculating directors level of share ownership the following are

included shares of PGE Corporation common stock beneficially owned by the

director as determined in accordance with the rules of the Securities and Exchange

Commission and PGE Corporation restricted stock units and common stock

equivalents held by the director
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14 Meetings of the Board

As provided in Article II Section of the Corporations Bylaws the Board meets regularly

on previously determined dates Board meetings shall be held at least quarterly As

provided in Article II Section of the Bylaws the Chairman of the Board the Chief

Executive Officer the President the Chair of the Executive Committee or any five

directors may call special meeting of the Board at any time

Each Board member is expected to regularly attend Board meetings and meetings of the

committees on which the director serves either in person or by telephone or other similar

communication equipment and to attend annual meetings of the Corporations

shareholders Pursuant to proxy disclosure rules the Corporations proxy statement

identifies each director who during the last fiscal year attended fewer than 75 percent of the

aggregate of the total number of meetings of the Board and each Board committee on

which the director served

15 Lead Director

The lead director shall be elected from among the independent chairs of the standing Board

committees and shall be selected by the independent directors based upon the

recommendation of the Nominating and Governance Committee The lead director shall be

elected every three years and shall serve three-year term Any lead director may serve

consecutive terms The lead director shall act as liaison between the Chairman of the

Board and the independent directors and shall preside at all meetings at which the

Chairman is not present The lead director approves the agendas and schedules for

meetings of the Board and approves information sent to the members of the Board The

lead director has authority to call special meetings of the independent directors

16 Meetings of Independent Directors

The independent directors meet at each regularly scheduled Board meeting in executive

session These executive session meetings are chaired by the lead director Following

each such meeting the lead director or one or more other independent directors designated

by the lead director has discussion with the Chairman of the Board if the Chairman is

not an independent director and the Chief Executive Officer if the Chairman is not the

CEO regarding the executive session meeting

The lead director establishes the agenda for each executive session meeting of independent

directors and also determines which if any other individuals including members of

management and independent advisors should attend each such meeting

17 Board Agenda Items

The Chairman of the Board in consultation with the Chief Executive Officer if the

Chairman is not the CEO establishes the agenda for each meeting
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Board members are encouraged to suggest the inclusion of items on the agenda

18 Board Materials and Presentations

The agenda for each meeting is provided in advance of the meeting together with written

materials on matters to be presented for consideration for the directors review prior to the

meeting As general rule written materials are provided in advance on all matters

requiring Board action Written materials are concise summaries of the relevant

information designed to provide foundation for the Boards discussion of key issues and

make the most efficient use of the Boards meeting time Directors may request from the

Chairman of the Board and the Chief Executive Officer if the Chairman is not the CEO
any additional information they believe to be necessary to perform their duties

19 Regular Attendance of Non-Directors at Board Meetings

Members of management as designated by the Chairman of the Board and the Chief

Executive Officer if the Chairman is not the CEO attend each meeting of the Board

20 Board Committees

The Board establishes committees to assist the Board in overseeing the affairs of the

Corporation

Currently there are six committees The Executive Committee exercises all powers of the

Board subject to the provisions of law and limits imposed by the Board and meets only at

such times as it is infeasible to convene meeting of the full Board The Audit Committee

the Compensation Committee the Finance Committee the Nominating and Governance

Committee and the Public Policy Committee are each responsible for defined areas

delegated by the Board

21 Membership of Board Committees

All permanent Board committees other than the Executive Committee are chaired by

independent directors Each such independent committee chair shall be elected to serve

three-year term provided that such committee chair continues to be re-elected to the Board

during that term Any such committee chair may serve consecutive terms The terms for

each of the committee chair positions shall be staggered such that roughly one-third of the

positions are appointed each year Each independent committee chair shall act as liaison

between the Chairman of the Board and the respective committee and shall preside at all

meetings of that committee Each independent committee chair approves the agendas and

schedules for meetings of the respective committee and approves information sent to the

committee members Each independent committee chair has authority to call special

meetings of the respective committee
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The Audit Committee the Compensation Committee the Finance Committee the

Nominating and Governance Committee and the Public Policy Committee are composed

entirely of independent directors as defined in Section of these guidelines

Members of the Audit Committee also must satisfy the audit committee independence and

qualification requirements established by the Securities and Exchange Commission and any

stock exchange on which securities of the Corporation or Pacific Gas and Electric

Company are listed If an Audit Committee member simultaneously serves on the audit

committees of three or more public companies other than the Corporation and its

subsidiaries that Committee member must inform the Corporations Board of Directors

and in order for that member to continue serving on the Corporations Audit Committee

the Board of Directors must affirmatively determine that such simultaneous service does

not impair the ability of that member to serve effectively on the Corporations Audit

Committee

22 Appointment of Committee Members

The composition of each committee is determined by the Board of Directors

The Nominating and Governance Committee after consultation with the Chairman of the

Board and the Chief Executive Officer if the Chairman is not the CEO and with

consideration of the wishes of the individual directors recommends to the full Board the

chairmanship and membership of each committee

23 Committee Agenda Items

The chair of each committee in consultation with the appropriate members of

management establishes the agenda for each meeting

At the beginning of the year each committee issues work plan of subjects to be discussed

during the year to the extent such subjects can be foreseen Copies of these annual work

plans are provided to all directors

24 Committee Materials and Presentations

The agenda for each committee meeting is provided in advance of the meeting together

with written materials on matters to be presented for consideration for the committee

members review prior to the meeting As general rule written materials are provided in

advance on all matters to be presented for committee action

25 Attendance at Committee Meetings

The chair of each committee after consultation with the Chairman of the Board and the

Chief Executive Officer if the Chairman is not the CEO determines the appropriate

members of management to attend each meeting of the Committee
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Any director or advisory director may attend any meeting of any committee with the

concurrence of the committee chair

26 Formal Evaluation of the Chief Executive Officer

The independent directors annually review and evaluate the performance of the Chief

Executive Officer The review is based upon objective criteria including the performance

of the business and accomplishment of objectives previously established in consultation

with the Chief Executive Officer

The results of the review and evaluation are communicated to the Chief Executive Officer

by the Chair of the Compensation Committee and are used by that Committee and the

Board when considering the compensation of the CEO

27 Management Development and Succession Planning

The Chief Executive Officer reports annually to the Board on management development

and succession planning This report includes the CEOs recommendation for successor

should the CEO become unexpectedly disabled

28 Communications with External Entities

The Chief Executive Officer is responsible for all communications with the media the

financial community or other external entities pertaining to the affairs of the Corporation

Directors refer any inquiries from such entities to the CEO for handling

29 Access to Independent Advisors

The Board of Directors and its committees have the right to retain independent outside

financial legal or other advisors as necessary and appropriate The Corporation shall bear

the costs of retaining such advisors

30 Director Orientation and Continuing Education

The Corporation provides information to new directors on subjects that would assist them

in discharging their duties and periodically provides briefing sessions or materials for all

directors on such subjects

The Corporation also provides each director with information regarding opportunities for

continuing education The Corporation encourages each director to stay current on

important developments pertaining to such directors function and duties to the Corporation

by attending such programs as appropriate or otherwise

D-7



31 Communications with Shareholders

The lead director shall be designated as the director who receives written communications

from the Corporations shareholders in care of the Corporate Secretary The Corporate

Secretary shall forward to the lead director any shareholder communications addressed to

the Board of Directors as body or to all the directors in their entirety and such other

communications as the Corporate Secretary in his or her discretion determines is

appropriate If requested by major shareholders the lead director shall be available for

consultation and direct communication with such major shareholders

32 Legal Compliance and Business Ethics

The Board of Directors is responsible for exercising reasonable oversight with respect to

the implementation and effectiveness of the Corporations legal compliance and ethics

program In that role the Board of Directors shall be knowledgeable about the content and

operation of the Corporations compliance and ethics program but may delegate more

detailed oversight to committee of the Board of Directors
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EXHIBIT

EXHIBIT TO PGE CORPORATION

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE GUIDELINES

CATEGORICAL STANDARDS FOR IDENTIFYING

MATERIAL RELATIONSHIPS THAT MAY AFFECT

DIRECTOR INDEPENDENCE

Adopted December 17 2003

Amended as of February 18 2004 December 15 2004 and December 20 2006

The following categories of relationships between director and PGE Corporation shall

be considered material The existence of material relationship provides rebuttable

presumption that the affected director is not independent absent specific

determination by the Board of Directors to the contrary

director has material relationship with the Corporation in the following circumstances

EMPLOYMENT

If director is current or former employee of the Corporation

If member of the directors immediate family is or was employed as Section 16 Officer of

the Corporation unless such employment ended more than three years ago

DIRECT COMPENSATION FROM THE CORPORATION

If director is consultant to the Corporation

If director or his or her immediate family member receives or during the past three years

received more than $100000 per year or rolling 12-month period in direct compensation

from the Corporation Direct compensation does not include director and committee fees

and pension or other forms of deferred compensation for prior service provided such

compensation is not contingent in any way on continued service or compensation received

by directors immediate family member for service as an employee unless the immediate

family member received compensation for services as Section 16 Officer in which case the

director has material relationship with the Corporation

INTERNAL OR EXTERNAL AUDITORS

If director or his or her immediate family member is or during the past three years was

affiliated with or employed by firm that serves or served during the past three years as the

Corporations internal or external auditor



DIRECTOR INTERLOCK

If director is current or former officer or employee of any other company on whose board

of directors any officer of the Corporation serves as member

If directors immediate family member is or during the past three years was employed by

another company where any of the Corporations present Section 16 Officers concurrently

serves on that companys compensation committee

BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS

If director is current Section 16 Officer or employee or his or her immediate family

member is current Section 16 Officer of company which does not include charitable

non-profit or tax-exempt entities that makes payments to or receives payments from the

Corporation for property or services in an amount which in any single fiscal year exceeds

the greater of $1 million or percent of such other companys consolidated gross revenues

during any of the past three years The director is not independent until three years after

falling below such threshold Both the payments and the consolidated gross revenues to be

measured shall be those reported in the last completed fiscal year The look-back provision

for this test applies solely to the financial relationship between the Corporation and the

directors or immediate family members current employer the Corporation need not

consider former employment of the director or immediate family member

CHARITABLE RELATIONSHIPS

If the director or relative is trustee director or employee of charitable or non-profit

organization that receives grants or endowments from the Corporation or its affiliates

exceeding the greater of $200000 or percent of the recipients gross revenues during the

Corporations or the recipients most recent completed fiscal year

NOTES

Immediate family member includes persons spouse parents children siblings mothers-

and fathers-in-law sons- and daughters-in-law brothers- and sisters-in-law and anyone

other than domestic employees who shares such persons home or is financially dependent

on such person

Corporation includes any consolidated subsidiaries or parent companies

Section 16 Officer means officer as defined in Rule l6a-1f under the Securities

Exchange Act of 1934 and includes the president the principal financial officer the

principal accounting officer any vice president in charge of principal business unit

division or function such as sales administration or finance any other officer who

performs policymaking function or any other person who performs similar policymaking

functions for that company
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One Market Spear Tower Suite 2400

San Francisco CA 94105

PH 413-267-1000

PX 415-267-7267

Rule 14a4 Proposal

Dear Mr Darbee

This Rule 14a-8 proposal is respectfully submitted in support of the long-terniperfarmauce of

our company This proposal is submitted for the next annual shareholder meeting Rule l4a-

requirements are intended to be met including the continuous ownership of the required stock

value until after the date of the respective shareholder meeting and the presentation of this

proposal at the annual meeting This submitted format with the shareholder-suppited emphasis

is intended to be used for definitive proxy publication This is the proxy for John Chevedden

and/or his designee to act on my behalf regarding
this Rule 4a-8 proposal

for the forthconiing

shareholder meeting before during and after the forthcoming shareholder meeting Please direct

all future communication to John Chevedden at

------------- -- ---------------- 

Iii theinterest of company cost savings and improving th efficiency of the rule 14a-8

proce--- -------- communicate via emaiL

---- ---------------- 

------ --------- ----- --- ----- 

------------ -------- ---- -------- 

Your consideratIon and the consideration of the Board of Directors is appreciated in support of

the long-term perfonnance of our company Please aelmowledge receipt of this proposal by

email

L/27

cc Ltnda Y.L Cheng

Corporate Secretai

PIt 41 546770i0

FX 415-267-7260

FX 415-267-7268

TOOJ -------------- XVd 6trZ Loo/TiTT
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PGE Rule 14a-8 Proposal November 2007 revised November 13 2007

Independent Lead Director

Resolved Shareholders request that our Board adopt bylaw to require that our company have

an independent lead director whenover possible
with clearly delineated duties elected by and

from the independent board members to generally
be expected to serve for more than one

continuous year unless our company has an independent board chairman The standard of

independence would be the standard set by the Council of Institutional Investors

The clearly delineated duties at minimum would include

Presiding at afl meetings of the board at which the chairman is not present including

executive sessions of the independent directors

Serving as liaison between the chairman and the independent directors

Approving information sent to the board

Approving meeting agendas for the board

Approving meeting schedules to assure that there is sufficient time for discussion of all

agenda 1tems

Having the authority to call meetings of the independent directors

Being available for consultation and direct communication if requested by major

shareholders

key purpose of the Independent Lead Director Is to protect shareholder interests by providing

independent oversight of management including our CEO An independent Lead Director with

clearly delineated duties can promote greater management accountability to shareholders and

lead to more objective evaluation of our CEO

believe that an independent Lead Director should be selected primarily
based on his

qualifications as Lead Director and not simply default to the Director wh has another

designation on our Board Additionally an Independent Lead Director should not be rotated out

of this position each year just as he or she is gaining
valuable Lend Director experience

believe that the annual meeting practices of our company give further incentive for the greater

oversight of our Chairman by an Independent Lead Director For exampic motorcycle officer

greeted some shareholders at our 2007 annual meeting Plus the motorcycle officer had his

motorcycle pointed at the drivers door

Not one item of business was listed on the Order of Business card that was widely distributed

at our 2007 annual meeting Our annual meeting is disproportionately
dedicated to

managements inspirational speaking Yet if one asks for transcript of the annual meeting to

find substance in management inspirational speaking management says
that there are no

transcripts for shareholders However our management had transcript plus video but for

management use only

The building entrance at our annual meeting is so distant from public sidewalk or street that

shareholders have virtually no chance for sharing views with stakeholders of our company who

are not inside the shareholder meeting And we have company with millions of local retail

customers

iacourage our board to respond positively to this proposal

independent Lead Director

Yes on

rooI --------- ZYd orsr hoes/cnn *** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16 ***



Notes

Chris Rossi ----- ----- ----- ------------ ------ -------- sponsors
this proposal

The above fórmatisrequested for publication
without re-editing re-formatting or elimination of

tvd including beginnmg and concluding text unless prior agreement is reached It is

respectfully requested
that this proposal be proofread

before it is published in the definitive

proxy to ensure that the integrity of the submitted format is replicated in the proxy materials

Please advise if there is any typographical question

Pleasenote that the title of the proposal
is

part
of the argument in favor of the proposal In the

interest of clarity and to avoid confusion the title of this and each other ballot item is requested to

be consistent throughout all the proxy materials

The company is requested to assign proposal number represented by above based on the

dironological order mwhich proposals are submitted The requested designation of3 or

higher number allows for ratification of auditors to be item

This proposal is believed to conform with Staff Legal Bulletin No 4B CF September 15

2004 including

Accordingly going forward we believe that it would not be appropriate
for companies to

exclude supporting statement language and/or en entire proposal ni reliance on rule 14a-8i3 in

the following circumstances

the company objects to factual assertions because they are not supported

the company objects to factual assertions that while not materially false or misleading may

be disputed or countered

the company objects to factual assertions because those assertions may be interpreted by

shareholders in manner that is unfavorable to the company its directors or its officers

and/or

the .ompany objects to statements because they represent
the opinion of the shareholder

proponent or referenced source but the statements are nOt identified specifically as such

See also Sun Microsystems Inc July 21.2003

Stock will be held until after the annual meeting and the proposal will be presented at the annual

meeting

Please acknowledge this proposal promptly by email and advise the most convenient fax number

and emaii address to forward broker letter ifneedecl to the Corporate SecretaryS office

CQOlJ
------------- YV3 etrz LaOS/ti/IT
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